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BuzziNest is all you need to reduce distracting 
noise from any workplace. BuzziNest Booth offers a 
private space to work and take calls, while BuzziNest 
Pod can accommodate up to four people to hold 
face-to-face meetings and collaboration without 
being disturbed or disturbing others, even in an 
open plan office. BuzziNest effectively dampens 
sound from every direction to create maximum 
peace and quiet for everyone in the office, whether 
you are working inside the pod or out.

Features
• Upholstered exterior and fabric panels on 

the interior
• Wide range of fabrics, frames, door 

openings, shelf and table finishes, seating 
options, and table heights (AP version 
offering is limited)

• Motion sensor fresh air ventilation system, 
automatic LED lighting system, main power 
outlet (230V), and two USBs (A+C) (Power 
outlet is not available for AP version, please 
source locally)

Design
BuzziSpace Studio



BuzziNest (AP) Design by  BuzziSpace Studio
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Outside 

Fabric covered foam with Fabric 

Inside
Felt

Floor cover
Black carpet only

Frame, Shelf, Table
Oak 

Door handle
Wood Oak with inlay in the same colour as frame

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

Lighting: Integrated LED light, 14W, 1260 lumens, 4000K
Ventilation: Integrated, airflow (when occupied) 21l/s
Power connection: at the side or on top
Wheels: 4 wheels (Booth) or 8 wheels (Pod) underneath for  
moveability
Power: 230V, 50 Hz, max 10A
Output*: table socket 230V, 50Hz, max 6A, Twin USB 
charger
*not available for AP verison, source it locally

ACOUSTICS

27dB sound reduction, a conversation is turned  
into an indistinguishable whisper.
Exterior: upholstered foam
Interior: acoustic Felt
Glass with acoustic foil

Acoustic principles

Acoustic performance

DIMENSIONS UPHOLSTERY & FINISHES

BuzziNest Booth

H: 2180mm  D: 100mm  W: 1110mm

Shelf 

H: 1050mm  D: 300mm  W: 700mm

Thickness: 20mm

Door  Left or right handed

Structure Laminated birch plywood with 

 visible trim

Weight (installed)  310 kg

Options Shelf with electrification  

 (eletrification is not available for AP  

 version; Import BuzziMilk bar stool   

 from BuzziSpace)

BuzziNest Pod

H: 2180mm D: 1250mm W: 2400mm

Structure Laminated birch plywood with 

 visible trim

Weight (installed) 590 kg

Options Table Low without electrification, 

 BuzziNest Cube, ( Import BuzziMilk  

 bar stool from Buzzispace)

Table  

H: 735mm D: 700mm W: 800mm

 

BuzziNest Cube 

H: 457mm D: 500mm W: 1100mm

Low tones Mid tones High tones

Absorption Attenuation


